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About a hundred years ago something dreadful happened in the mountains near Tibet.

A beautiful young girl called Lady Agatha Farlingham was sleeping peacefully in a tent pitched 
on a ledge below the summit of a mountain known as Nanvi Dar. Beside her, wearing a green 
woolly nightcap against the bitter cold, slept her father, the Earl of Farley, and in another tent 
close by slept their three porters, tough natives of the Himalayas, who carried their baggage 
and looked after them. 

The Earl had come to the roof of the world to search for rare and unknown plants which grew 
only in these high and dangerous places.  He was a famous plant hunter and he liked his 
daughter Agatha too much to leave her at home in England doing all the boring things that 
girls had to do in those days, like painting pictures of ruins, or taking walks with their 
governess, or visiting the poor, who often preferred to be left alone. 

Soon after midnight on that awful night, Lady Agatha was woken by a most strange and 
unearthly sound – an eerie and mournful noise like a train with indigestion. She sat up, pulled 
her father’s heavy tweed jacket around her shoulders and bravely stepped outside. And then it 
happened. Out of the blackness and the snow there loomed a ghastly, gigantic, hairy THING. 
Before she could even scream, a pair of huge brown arms grasped the terri�ed girl and then the 
foul beast turned and, leaping swiftly back up the sheer side of the mountain, vanished out of 
sight. 

Short-burst year 3 comprehension  Question

Pre-reading work

Skimming and scanning for information

Match the words to their closest synonym.

Find the words above in the text below and highlight them. 

dreadful peak

ledge inhabitants 

porter terrible

natives emerged

mournful carrier

loomed sorrowful 

summit sill
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Summarise

Summarise the text in less than 20 words. 

1. What was Lady Agatha’s father wearing in the tent? (1 mark) 

2. Order the events from the extract. One has been done for you. (2 marks) 

3. What did the porters do? (1 mark) 

4. Why had the earl come to Nanvi Dar? (1 mark)  

5. Find and copy a phrase that shows the ‘thing’ was scary. (1 mark) 

6. What do you predict will happen next? Use evidence from the text to support your ideas. 

(2 marks) 

The hairy thing vanished up the side of the mountain. 

Lady Agatha sat up and stepped outside. 

Lady Agatha was sleeping peacefully in a tent.

Lady Agatha was awoken by a strange noise. 

A hair thing grasped Lady Agatha. 
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Answers

About a hundred years ago something dreadful happened in the mountains near Tibet.

A beautiful young girl called Lady Agatha Farlingham was sleeping peacefully in a tent pitched 
on a ledge below the summit of a mountain known as Nanvi Dar. Beside her, wearing a green 
woolly nightcap against the bitter cold, slept her father, the Earl of Farley, and in another tent 
close by slept their three porters, tough natives of the Himalayas, who carried their baggage 
and looked after them. 

The Earl had come to the roof of the world to search for rare and unknown plants which grew 
only in these high and dangerous places.  He was a famous plant hunter and he liked his 
daughter Agatha too much to leave her at home in England doing all the boring things that 
girls had to do in those days, like painting pictures of ruins, or taking walks with their 
governess, or visiting the poor, who often preferred to be left alone. 

Soon after midnight on that awful night, Lady Agatha was woken by a most strange and 
unearthly sound – an eerie and mournful noise like a train with indigestion. She sat up, pulled 
her father’s heavy tweed jacket around her shoulders and bravely stepped outside. And then it 
happened. Out of the blackness and the snow there loomed a ghastly, gigantic, hairy THING. 
Before she could even scream, a pair of huge brown arms grasped the terri�ed girl and then the 
foul beast turned and, leaping swiftly back up the sheer side of the mountain, vanished out of 
sight. 
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Summarise

Summarise the text in less than 20 words. 

1. What was Lady Agatha’s father wearing in the tent? (1 mark) 

2. Order the events from the extract. One has been done for you. (2 marks) 

3. What did the porters do? (1 mark) 

4. Why had the earl come to Nanvi Dar? (1 mark)  

5. Find and copy a phrase that shows the ‘thing’ was scary. (1 mark) 

6. What do you predict will happen next? Use evidence from the text to support your ideas. 

(2 marks) 

The hairy thing vanished up the side of the mountain. 

Lady Agatha sat up and stepped outside. 

Lady Agatha was sleeping peacefully in a tent.

Lady Agatha was awoken by a strange noise. 

A hair thing grasped Lady Agatha. 

Various answers. 
E.g. the father and the porters will wake up and search for Agatha.
Father will notice his tweed jacket is gone and know she must have had it on. 
We know the father likes his daughter very much so he will be heartbroken that she is gone. 

there loomed a ghastly, gigantic, hairy THING

to search for rare and unknown plants

carried baggage and looked after them

a green woolly nightcap
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 A girl and her father are camping at Nanvi Dar. The girl gets kidnapped by a hairy thing.


